Abstract -Air mass modifiers are frequently used to represent the effects of solar spectrum on PV module current. Existing PV module performance models assume a single empirical expression, a polynomial in air mass, for all locations and times. In this paper, air mass modifiers are estimated for several modules of different types from IV curves measured with the modules at fixed orientation in three climatically different locations around the United States. Systematic variation is found in the effect of solar spectrum on PV module current that is not well approximated by the standard air mass modifier polynomial.
I. INTRODUCTION
Variations in the solar spectrum from optical air mass and from atmospheric conditions can cause changes in a module's short circuit current. These effects are most frequently represented in module performance models (e.g., the Sandia Photovoltaic Array Performance Model (SAPM) [1] and the De Soto single diode model [2] ) by a multiplier on module current formulated as an empirical polynomial in absolute air mass, a AM . The air mass function, ( ) 1 a f AM , is typically determined by module testing outdoors under cloudless skies [3] , [4] . Coefficients for the empirical function have been reported for many modules with different cell types [5] . Conventional practice views the air mass function as an invariant description of a module's behavior in any climate.
As has been noted by other authors [6] , use of the fixed air mass function entails several assumptions about the function itself. For example, paraphrasing from [6] , changes in module current normalized for broadband irradiance and cell temperature are assumed to be a function only of air mass, which itself is determined by solar elevation angle and atmospheric pressure. However, it is reasonable to expect that the solar spectral content can vary apart from broadband irradiance and air mass; for example, due to water vapor content or atmospheric turbidity. Outdoor testing at Sandia National Laboratories (Sandia) provides evidence of the effect of this variation on normalized module current with SC I frequently lower in the afternoon than in the morning at the same air mass [7] . Consequently it is reasonable to accept the hypothesis that the air mass function may depend on location and climate as well as on a PV module's cells.
To our knowledge there are few, if any, investigations into the potential variability of a module's air mass function across locations with varying climate. Osterwald et al. [6] published an analysis demonstrating that the air mass modifier can vary over time at a fixed location. Andrews et al. [8] analyzed an air mass modifier very similar to the SAPM formulation using data obtained from modules on fixed tilt racking at a single location in Canada. They note that their results differ systematically from the air mass modifiers published by Sandia for modules of similar type.
The variation in air mass functions at different locations has not previously been explored because suitable data and appropriate analysis techniques have not been available. Ideally, the data would comprise measurements of the same modules outdoors at a variety of locations. Recently the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) has made available measured output from the mobile Performance and Energy Rating Testbed (mPERT) which includes a set of modules deployed at three climatically different locations around the United States: Cocoa, Florida (subtropical climate), Eugene, Oregon (marine west coast climate), and Golden, Colorado (semi-arid climate) [9] . Sandia has recently developed and tested a method to determine air mass modifiers, and other model parameters, from IV curves measured for modules at fixed tilt orientation [7] , [10] . Portions of the Sandia method are similar to the approach published in [8] which addresses extracting parameters for prediction of SC I from data obtained from fixed tilt racking. In this paper, we describe our methods to estimate the air mass modifier polynomial, ( ) II. MPERT 
DATA
The mPERT dataset includes IV curves and meteorological data for PV modules set at fixed tilt orientation at three locations that differ in their climatic conditions. The dataset includes eleven modules covering a range of cell technologies. The same modules deployed at Cocoa were later deployed at Eugene. At both locations, data was collected every five minutes for approximately a year. A second set of the modules of the same model and manufacturer were deployed in Golden, where data was collected every fifteen minutes for approximately a year. The datasheet specifications for modules used at Cocoa and Eugene differ slightly from datasheet specifications for modules used at Golden.
Although GHI, DHI, and DNI measurements are available, we chose to use only plane of array irradiance, POA G , measured using a CMP 22 pyranometer, for model calibration in order that our methods could be broadly applicable. SC I ,
MP
I , OC V , MP V , and MP P are extracted from each IV curve. Module back-surface temperature was converted to cell temperature using methods described in [1] . a AM and AOI are computed using the module's orientation and solar ephemerides.
Absolute humidity is computed for each site to explore how the air mass modifier might be influenced by water vapor content. Absolute humidity is a function of the relative humidity, pressure, and ambient air temperature based on methods described in [11] (Fig. 1) . At all three sites, absolute humidity approximately doubles in the summer. , several filters are applied to eliminate erroneous or inconsistent data. These filters include (1) removing data with physically unreasonable values, (2) removing data with high a AM (> 6.5) or AOI (> 70) because irradiance measurements at these conditions are generally less reliable, and (3) removing data when the POA G and SC I are not linearly correlated.
III. METHODS
Methods to calibrate the SAPM using data from modules on fixed tilt racking are outlined in [7] , [10] 
where 0 SC I is the short-circuit current at STC, ( )
f AM is the air mass modifier, E is the broadband plane of array irradiance that reaches the module's cells, 0 E is the reference irradiance set to 1000 W/m 2 , and the factor
I for cell temperature C T . A very similar air mass modifier is used in the De Soto single diode model [2] . The broadband irradiance that reaches a module's cells is calculated as ( )
where [13] is used to estimate clear sky GHI, and the DIRINT modification of the DISC model [14] is used to estimate clear sky DNI. Direct irradiance on the plane of array is calculated in the usual manner. The Sandia simple sky diffuse model [15] , together with the ground diffuse model in [16] , is used to estimate diffuse irradiance on the plane of array. The selected models are able to predict clear-sky irradiance quantities with reasonable accuracy [17] . These quantities are combined to obtain a modeled value for POA G under clear sky conditions. The POA G measurements are then compared to the modeled clear sky values to identify days with clear sky conditions. For a particular day to be classified as having clear sky conditions, 90% of the data points must meet the following criteria: 1) measured POA G must be within 150 W/m 2 of the corresponding clear sky modeled values and 2) the time derivative of the measured POA G must not exceed 2.5 times the time derivative of clear sky modeled values. Since mPERT includes precipitation data, days with any recorded precipitation were also removed. Fig. 2 f AM for each module. The remaining parameters in the SAPM can be calibrated using methods described in [7] , [10] .
IV. RESULTS
In this paper, Within a single clear sky day, we note that the 1 f value can differ by up to 3% at the same a AM between morning and evening. Moreover, for a given module type and location the differences appear to be systematic, e.g., with higher values always occurring in the morning. This effect has also been noted in [7] .
Significant fluctuation in the fitted polynomials are observed at high air mass (e.g., Eugene data in Fig 6) and sometimes also at low air mass (e.g., Eugene data in Fig. 5 ). These fluctuations are a consequence of using a polynomial to f . Fitted polynomials are inherently sensitive to small variations in data at the extremes of the fitted data [19] . While fluctuations in 1 f at high air mass may not affect PV model results to any significant degree, fluctuations at low air mass are almost certain to degrade prediction accuracy.
It is our opinion that an alternate expression for 1 f is needed. One potential avenue to improve model accuracy is to reformulate the air mass modifier to account for time of year and time of day as additional predictors. The data in Fig 6 and  7 show generally consistent patterns indicating that a general model for 1 f may be successful across many module technologies, but this model should not be formulated as a polynomial with respect to air mass alone.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The use of mPERT data allows for detailed investigation on the impact of spectral variability on short circuit current. In this paper, we demonstrate methods to isolate the air mass modifier and short circuit current at STC using data collected at fixed tilt orientation and track the dependence of location and time of year on these parameters. We find that 0 SC I is systematically higher at Cocoa than at the other two locations. Estimated 0 SC I values change very little throughout the year. The air mass modifiers, on the other hand, are highly variable throughout the year at each of the three locations. In general, we find that the air mass modifiers are higher in the winter than in the summer. These effects might be related to the higher absolute humidity in the summer, and overall higher absolute humidity at Cocoa. Additional research is needed.
The use of a single polynomial model in a AM to model the effect on module current of spectral variation introduces uncertainty into module performance predictions. The single polynomial does not represent systematic locational, seasonal or time of day variation in measured module output. As a result, we view the current polynomial model form as not suitable. These results indicate opportunities to improve prediction accuracy by improvements to the air mass modifier component of performance models.
